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Harbor View project:
Is Redwood City paving
the way to paving the Bay?
BY ALICE KAUFMAN LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY DIRECTOR AND
DAN PONTI PRESIDENT OF REDWOOD CITY NEIGHBORS UNITED

The Harbor View proposal (in red), across the street from Cargill salt ponds, for a massive office development next to the San Francisco Bay in
an area vulnerable to sea level rise and far away from transit.

This article originally appeared as an op-ed in the San Mateo
Daily Journal on 11/13/17.

I

n July of this year, the Redwood City Council overruled its
own Planning Commission and voted to initiate proceedings
to amend the General Plan for the former Malibu Grand
Prix/Lyngso site adjacent to the Highway 101/Woodside
Road interchange. Why is this important? Because it’s the first
step toward possible approval of Jay Paul Company’s proposed
Harbor View project — four 7-story office towers on a 27-acre
campus for approximately 5,000 workers. That’s a lot of new
employees looking for a home nearby, or adding to gridlock on
the freeway and nearby streets — far more than if the site was
fully developed under the existing light industrial zoning. The
Harbor View project might also lead to significant changes
harmful to Redwood City’s Bayfront open space and the port.

It’s no secret that the region has a housing crisis. Job growth
has outstripped available housing for years. Despite building
housing at a record pace, Redwood City’s jobs/housing imbalance
is bleak and, under our current General Plan, we have already
completed, approved or have office projects in the pipeline for
nearly 7,500 new workers. Unlike Harbor View, these new offices
are largely near downtown housing and public transit. To go out
of our way to change Redwood City’s General Plan — the blueprint
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ommittee for Green Foothills
continues to celebrate its ties with
other local open space advocacy
groups. Many of their representatives
attended our Nature’s Inspiration benefit (see
page 6), and two of our most valued partners
honored our Executive Director Megan Medeiros
and Legislative Advocate Lennie Roberts.
On October 3 our longtime partners and friends
at Greenbelt Alliance recognized Megan with their
2017 Greenbelt Alliance Champion Award.
“Megan is one of the most dynamic,
recognized, energetic, and forceful conservation
leaders in the South Bay,” said Greenbelt Alliance
CEO Jeremy Madsen about honoring Megan. “We
were proud to present Megan with this award.
We believe she has the drive and energy to
enhance Committee for Green Foothills’ stature
as an important Greenbelt Alliance partner.”
“We think so too,” said Committee for Green
Foothills Board President Ron Erskine. “Megan’s
talents, energy, and passion assure she will be a
champion for the Bay Area’s open spaces for
decades to come.”
Greenbelt Alliance has been working with
Megan since around 2009, when she joined the
Sierra Club’s Loma Prieta Chapter (whose offices
are just up the stairs from ours). At the Sierra
Club she engaged the community in issues from
land conservation and climate change, to smart
growth and sustainable development. At the
Club, she also started the Community Advocates
Leadership Academy, which Committee for
Green Foothills now runs.

CALA graduate shares his experience and helps to welcome new participants
BY URIEL HERNANDEZ CALA GRADUATE 2016-2017

Meanwhile Lennie, our longtime Legislative
Advocate, joined Sierra Club Loma Prieta
Chapter at their annual Guardians of Nature
Benefit on October 27. Last year Lennie received
the chapter’s Environmental Hero award. This
year she helped introduce 2017 honorees Tom
Steyer and Katherine Taylor.
An advocate in San Mateo County for over
30 years, “Lennie’s persistent efforts have focused
on finding creative solutions that serve both the
environment and the community,” says Sierra
Club Executive Director Michael Brune. “A
tireless champion for the protection of natural
resources and open lands, Lennie is revered and
respected throughout the environmental
community.”
Committee for Green Foothills takes pride
in working with such respected and valued
organizations as Greenbelt Alliance and Sierra
Club. We thank them for recognizing Lennie
and Megan and for the work they have done to
make our region a better place.

Above: CGF’s Legislative Advocate Lennie
Roberts with Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter’s
Executive Director James E. Eggers, event honoree
Tom Steyer, and Sierra Club’s Executive Director
Michael Brune. Left: CGF’s Executive Director,
Megan Medeiros, with Greenbelt Alliance Board
President Anu Natarajan, and fellow honoree
Linda Jo Fitz.
David Simon is a member of
Committee for Green Foothills and
volunteers to help with publicity.
When not helping us, he teaches
television and video production at
the Midpen Media Center and
performs in local opera and musical
theatre groups.

few years ago I was fresh out of college and looking
for something to do with my life. As I bounced around
between jobs and internships, I didn’t find anything
that fueled my passion until I landed a job at Canopy,
planting trees in my hometown of East Palo Alto.
At that point, all I really knew is that I love trees, I love my
hometown, and that the latter needed more of the former. The
world of advocacy and the role of nonprofits was still a big
unknown; I figured it’d be easier to just let my boss deal with it.
Unfortunately, I thought I just wanted to plant trees, but I
quickly realized that the pen can plant more trees than the shovel
(and do much more to prevent trees from being planted). I needed
something like the Community Advocates and Leadership
Academy (CALA) to show me how to be a more effective leader
and advocate to bring more trees to my community.
Through lessons learned in the program I became better at
my job, and was able to communicate desires more clearly with
the city and have a better relationship with city leaders.
CALA also empowered me to become active in other causes I
felt strongly about, such as affordable housing and gentrification in
East Palo Alto. Unlike urban forestry, I didn’t have a foot in the door
of those conversations through my job, but thanks to CALA I knew
who to talk to and how to best get involved in local efforts.
Working in the Peninsula Conservation Center, a building
which houses a number of local environmental nonprofits, I am
fortunate to share the halls with many people doing great things
in the Bay Area. Megan Medeiros, CGF’s Executive Director,
invited me to join CALA last year as a participant, and this year
offered me a role to help organize the 2017-2018 class. I was
thrilled to help a new cohort of community leaders hone their
advocacy skills and was happy to share my own experience as a
newly mobilized community advocate.
We held our first session in September 2017, where we
welcomed new participants on a beautiful morning at Cooley
Landing. After introductions from the participants, Megan,
Debbie Mytels, and me, the new class worked on crafting their
own personal mission statements. As participants worked on
capturing their advocacy philosophies in bite-sized, focused
phrases, I was once again amazed by what the members of the
class were working to achieve.
We heard Santa Clara County Supervisor Joe Simitian’s “13
Tips for Successful Advocacy.” Using stories to bring the audience
into the lesson, Supervisor Simitian’s charisma and personal
anecdotes made tips such as “Layer your campaign” and “Find
a ‘Floor Manager’” resonate. The practical advice he gave us was

usable in any situation as soon as an advocate walks in the door.
I am excited to see where the participants of this year’s class
take their drive. So many people are mobilized, passionate, and
ready to make a change, but they just need a little help figuring
out where to begin. CALA will help these advocates and
community leaders find their voices, allies, and channels.

Top: CALA participants enjoying their first class with Supervisor
Joe Simitian. Middle: Bird watching at Cooley Landing during
break. Above: CALA class of 2017-2018.
Uriel Hernandez is the Community Forestry Program
Manager with our neighboring nonprofit, Canopy, where
he works to get more trees planted in his home town of
East Palo Alto. Uriel participated in the 2016-2017 CALA
class, and is now helping to coordinate this year’s program.
In his free time, he enjoys exploring the diverse ecosystems
found throughout the Bay Area.
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Key Policymakers Spend a Morning in
Coyote Valley with CGF
BY PAUL LEDESMA LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

O
The Cargill salt ponds, across the street from the Harbor View site, provide habitat for thousands of migratory shorebirds in winter.

for future growth in the city — to build even more office space
that is away from transit and in the path of sea level rise is just
plain foolish.
Changing the site’s land use and zoning also threatens to
undermine an important objective of the 2010 General Plan — to
preserve and enhance Redwood City’s port and its associated
industries. Current zoning for the Harbor View site allows for
businesses that serve to buffer heavy industrial port activities
from incompatible uses like offices or homes. By turning land
designated for light industrial uses into offices, Harbor View could
deal a body blow to this important part of Redwood City’s economy.
Despite these concerns, the City Council voted 4-2 (with
Councilmembers Ian Bain and Janet Borgens dissenting, and Diane
Howard absent) to move the project approval process forward.
While insisting that their vote was only to authorize a “study,”
their decision actually begins the entitlement process, including
future public hearings, an environmental analysis and a final vote
by the council. In the past, arguments have been made that
developers, having undergone this long planning process, “deserve”
to have their projects approved. In this case, however, the developer
purchased the properties knowing they were not zoned for highdensity offices and is not entitled to amend the General Plan.
This is the second time in recent years that the City Council
has considered changing our General Plan to accommodate a
controversial project on the Bayfront. Remember Saltworks — the
new “City in the Bay” proposed for Cargill’s 1,400 acres of salt
ponds? Those ponds are right across the street from the Harbor
View site. Currently designated as open space, they provide habitat
for thousands of migratory shorebirds, and present an exceptional
4 | GREEN FOOTNOTES

opportunity for tidal marsh restoration, flood protection and
recreational trails.
Although the Saltworks plan was withdrawn in 2012, the
threat of future development on the ponds is ever present. With
the current trend for large companies like Google, Facebook and
even NASA to build housing near their tech campuses, approving
Harbor View could turn up the pressure on the salt ponds and
be the catalyst for a new Saltworks proposal. What better excuse
for building in the Bay than the argument that all those thousands
of Harbor View employees right across the street need a place
close by to live?
Final plans for the Harbor View project may come before the
City Council in 2018. With so much at stake, will Redwood City
uphold its General Plan and reject the Harbor View proposal, or
will we be approving a project that may pave the way for paving
the Bay?
Alice Kaufman is our Legislative Advocacy Director
and has been on staff since 2012. She is a founding
member of Redwood City Neighbors United, a
community group working to defeat the massive
Cargill/DMB Saltworks development on the Redwood
City salt ponds.
Dan Ponti is president of Redwood City Neighbors
United, a local community group that advocates for
Bay protections and smart growth. He is a resident of
Redwood City.

n September 5th, a beautiful late summer morning,
67 leaders ranging from elected officials to leaders
of local environmental advocacy groups, joined us
for a VIP bus tour of Coyote Valley. Hosted by
Committee for Green Foothills and San Jose Councilmembers
Sergio Jimenez, Don Rocha, and Silvia Arenas, attendees traveled
through north, mid, and southern Coyote Valley as expert speakers
highlighted new information about the environmental significance
of preserving Coyote Valley as natural and working land. First
and foremost, this tour provided guests with an opportunity to
discuss their views on the Valley’s future.
The bus tour kicked-off with a welcome from our Executive
Director Megan Medeiros as everyone enjoyed a cup of coffee at
the Coyote Valley Open Space Preserve. Councilmember Sergio
Jimenez then spoke on the importance of open space for flood
control referencing last winter’s flooding along Coyote Creek:“If
Coyote Valley had been used as nature intended, it’s quite probable
that that flooding wouldn’t have taken place.”
Santa Clara Valley Open Space Authority General Manager,
Andrea Mackenzie, then talked about the exciting new findings
of the Coyote Valley Landscape Linkage Report. She pointed out

that North Coyote Valley is where the Diablo and Santa Cruz
Mountain Ranges “almost kiss.” Andrea went on to explain that,
because of their closeness, wildlife is able to cross from one to
the other. Without the preservation of this narrow connection,
there could be no genetic diversity and wildlife in both ranges
would be doomed to extinction.
After which, Greenbelt Alliance CEO Jeremy Madsen
emphasized how San Jose can continue to grow and add jobs in
infill areas without having to sprawl into open space areas like
Coyote Valley.
Our second stop and one of the major highlights of the bus
tour was presented by Curt Riffle, Peninsula Open Space Trust
(POST)’s Vice-President of Land, who welcomed guests to POST’s
newest acquisition, Fisher Flats. The former location of a proposed
distribution warehouse adjacent to the Metcalf Energy Center,
the 30-acre Fisher Flats site marks a significant step toward the
preservation of Coyote Valley.
While standing next to bobcat and black-tailed deer scat at
Fisher Flats, Tanya Diamond and Ahiga Snyder of Pathways for
Wildlife impressed upon the gathering the importance of North
Continued on Page 8

Welcome New Members!
New Donors June — September 2017
Brian and Angela Allee
Nancy Allen
Andrew Batchelder
Paula Beloni
Barbara Bessey
Jeanette Blomberg
Brandenburg Properties
Cisco Systems
Laura Clarkson
John Claussen
Victor Clifford
Julia Cohn
Marion Cohn
Edward and Lleisa Cruz
Jean and Art Dana
Allison Davis
Joan Finnigan
Matt Freeman

Susan and Ken Gross
William Haskell
The Horse Park at Woodside
Catherine and Kent
Humphers Smith
Sergio Jimenez
Karl Kuhlmann
Karen Lattin
Han Lie
Mary Marsh
Ruth Merino
Richard Nesbit
Tam Nguyen
Arthur Niell
Teresa O’Neill
Naveen and Michelia
Paulkandasamy
Frank and Sandy Peale

Dave and Mary Ellen
Peterson
John Reichel
Connie Rogers
Seeker Vineyard
Amar Singh
Bradley Steele
Nicholas and Laurie
Tindall
Michael Toobert
Kristen Tsukushi
Veggielution
Lisa and Sean Voss
Michael Will
Glen Williams

“I became a member because Committee
for Green Foothills is an important
partner in protecting open space. I hope
that Santa Clara can work with CGF
as we add open space and improve our
parks and trails.”
Teresa O’Neill New Member and
Santa Clara City Councilmember

Become a member today. For more information, please
see: www.greenfoothills.org/donate
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Joan Baez: Inspiration for a Lifetime
“ These good things can happen if we
work hard enough. I stand by that
action is the antidote to despair.”
JOAN BAEZ, OUR HONOREE

“ Since 2006, our people have been working to
restore our environment, our spirituality,
our culture, and our humanity.”

““We are increasingly recognizing
that there are other opportunities for what can happen
here in Coyote Valley. Certainly with regard to wildlife
connectivity, water retention, flood control, and water
recharge. We know that Committee for Green Foothills
will be at the lead working with us to make future
generations proud.”
SAM LICCARDO, SAN JOSE MAYOR

VALENTIN LOPEZ, CHAIRMAN OF THE AMAH MUTSUN TRIBAL BAND

“ If there was public opinion that

“ Committee for Green Foothills
is small, but mighty.”

felt one way, Joan protested it and took the other. She was
20 years ahead of her time. She has stood courageously for
more causes and she’s probably inspired more people in
good causes than anybody in America.”

SAM LICCARDO, SAN JOSE MAYOR

Lennie recalled advocating side-by-side with
Joan in front of the county board of supervisors,

PETE MCCLOSKEY, CONGRESSMAN

“ There were several tense moments of just
the two of ‘us’ versus a roomful of ‘ them’.”
LENNIE ROBERTS, LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

the Committee for Green Foothills community. No matter
what is happening on the national front, locally energy is
high and real progress is being made because of each of you.”

We Thank Our Sponsors
Nature’s Inspiration
Facebook, Inc.

Valley Visionary
Dick and Beth DeAtley
Brad and Judy O’Brien

Coastal Champion
Martha Cohn
Peter Kunstadter
James Wickett and Magdalena
Yesil
Google, Inc.

Hillside Hero
Peter and Sue LaTourrette
Margaret and Jamis MacNiven

Stream Steward
Anonymous
Barbara Bessey
Chrisi Fleming
Rob and Susan Flint
Nan and Chuck Geschke
Nancy Reyering and Marty Walker
Lennie and Mike Roberts
Albert Schreck
Nancy and Greg Serrurier
Joan Sherlock
Peter and Diane Siemens
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Tanya Slesnick and Ted Mitchell
Laura Wells
Brandenburg Properties
California Nativescapes
Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District
Peninsula Open Space Trust
The Point Collective, Inc.

Baylands Benefactor
Jessica Rose Agramonte and
James Principato
Bryan Beck and Kaia Eakin
Craig Britton and Carleen Bruins
Phyllis Browning
Matt Burrows
Paul Davis and Jade Thuma
Linda and Jerome Elkind
Ron Erskine and Renée Filice
Lucille Glassman
Larry and Penny Hassett
Alice Kaufman and Scot Griffin
Linda and Sid Liebes
Peter and Beverly Lipman
Theresa Lyngso and Joseph
McClintock
Christopher Manning and Laura
Salcido
Leslie and Hy Murveit
Dave and Jocelyn Perrone
Jack and Betsy Rix
William Reller

Susie Richardson
Doug and Sarah Rivers
Don Rocha, San Jose City
Councilmember
Susan Rosenberg
Jeff Segall
Jo-Ann and Rod Sockolov
Hartono Sutanto and Tom Myers
Diane Talbert and Rodger Rickard
Joe and Jamie Wang
Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Santa Clara Valley Water District
SRT Consultants
Zanker Recycling

Farmland Friend
Anonymous
Sharon and Jeffery Allyn
Larry and Liv Ames
Marilyn and William Bauriedel
Steve Beck and Jane Baxter
Steve Betando
Peter Bjorklund
Phil and Mary Bobel
Susan Bryan and Frank Adams
Kathryn Slater Carter and Ed
Carter
Dan and Helen Chapman
Toby Cooper
Connie Crawford
Ed Cruz, First National Bank of

Northern California
Jonathan and Lubab Davis
Maureen and Paul Draper
Edith and Jonathan Eddy
Sandy Emerson
Linda Gass and Rob Steiner
Kit Gordon
Rich Gordon
Herb and Norma Grench
Jerry Hearn
Gary and Patricia Hedden
Jerry Hill, State Senator
Don Horsley, San Mateo County
Supervisor
Sergio Jimenez, San Jose City
Councilmember
Arthur Keller
Yoriko Kishimoto and Leland
Collins
Liz Kniss, Palo Alto Vice Mayor
Bill and Kathy Korbholz
Susan Lang and Robert Levenson
Marilyn Lavezzo
Tor and Nancy Lund
Michael and Erin Monroe
Tam Nguyen, San Jose City
Councilmember
Johannes and Beatriz Oberhofer
Lomeli
Dan and Helen Quinn
James Reber
David Ritson

“ We are here today to celebrate you,

Katie Sanborn and Barbara Wright
Ben and Annette Segall
Margo Sensenbrenner
Nancy Teater and Richard
Johnsson
Carolyn Tognetti
Kristen Tsukushi
Terry Watt
Mariquita West
Ciddy and Bob Wordell
Colorprint
Immigrants for the Local Open
Space
Mike Potter, Cisco Systems
Rosy’s at the Beach
Santa Clara Valley Open Space
Authority
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP
The Horse Park at Woodside
Tracy Zhang, Charles Schwab
& Co.

MEGAN MEDEIROS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In Kind Sponsorship
Guglielmo Winery
Maureen and Paul Draper, Ridge
Vineyards
Pathways for Wildlife
Regal Wines
Santa Clara Valley Brewing
Seeker Vineyards
Woodside Vineyards

Top: Megan Medeiros, CGF’s Executive Director with her daughter and San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo. Middle: Guests enjoying Coyote
Ranch, the venue of our celebration. Above: CGF Board and staff. Opposite page: Natures Inspiration Honoree Joan Baez.
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Continued from Page 5
Coyote Valley for the migration of wildlife. Currently, Tanya and
Ahiga are conducting an in-depth study of the movement of
bobcats through Coyote Valley using radio tracking collars.
During their comments they noted the recent death of a bobcat
from freeway traffic and emphasized the importance of building
safe passages for wildlife to navigate freeways, fences, and other
manmade obstacles.
Before departing Fisher Flats, Santa Clara Water District
Chairman John Varela spoke on the importance of Coyote Valley
for flood control while Water District Board member Linda
LeZotte was on hand to discuss the partnership between the
Water District and Santa Clara Valley Open Space Authority.
LeZotte stated, “The Water District and the Open Space Authority
have mutual interests in protecting habitat and water quality in
Coyote Valley.”
As the bus rolled south past productive fields of agricultural
goods, Sibella Kraus, founder of Sustainable Agriculture Education
(SAGE), provided a narrative about the vitality of agriculture in
Coyote Valley. Sibella declared that agriculture is “alive and well
in Coyote Valley” and added that there’s a huge demand for
expanding agricultural operations. However, Sibella noted that
among the issues holding back agricultural investment in Coyote
Valley was the uncertainty about land use and land priced for
development. She also pointed out that Coyote Valley was in need
of a more robust supportive infrastructure—including equipment
and supply sources and veterinary services—in order to continue
to thrive.
The last stop on the tour was the Spina Farms produce stand
where guests were welcomed by farmer Pete Aiello, the owner
and General Manager of Uesugi Farms. Pete spoke on the
importance of Coyote Valley’s large uninterrupted parcels of land
for productive agriculture. A native of the region, he discussed
the challenges of operating a modern large-scale agricultural
business that included government regulation and the
encroachment of urbanization.
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Our next speaker, a spandexed Supervisor Ken Yeager, who
had bicycled in to meet us, discussed the contributions of open
spaces like Coyote Valley for the health and well-being of our
urban community. In particular, he underscored the importance
of having a vital agricultural economy in Santa Clara County
for maintaining local food security.
Guests were then wowed by the one and only Ken Alex, the
Senior Policy Advisor to Governor Brown and Director of the
Office of Planning and Research, who emphasized the importance
of open space and working lands for combatting climate change
through carbon sequestration. To make his point, Ken pointed
to a recent study from Yolo County that concluded that the
development of agricultural land produces 70 times the
greenhouse gas emissions that you would otherwise have.
After everyone finished shopping for fresh corn and tomatoes
at Spina Farms, the bus ferried the group back to the Open Space
Preserve for a picnic lunch and some time to talk and consider
the important information presented that morning.
The Low Carbon City Plan will be San Jose’s roadmap for
reducing its greenhouse gas emissions. Currently, Committee
for Green Foothills is working closely with the city to ensure that
San Jose’s working and open lands, including Coyote Valley, are
included in this plan as part of the solution. Picking up on Ken
Alex’s cue, the next step in protecting Coyote Valley is getting
San Jose’s Low Carbon City Plan right.

Left: Andrea Mackenzie, Open Space Authority General Manager
with Santa Clara Valley Water District Director Barbara Keegan
and Susan Ellenberg of the silicon valley organization. Above: Local
leaders joined us for a VIP bus tour of Coyote Valley on September 5

Save the Dates for Our 2018 Events
Space is limited, please RSVP online at: www.greenfoothills.org/calendar

WINTER

Wildlife Tracking Hikes
Morgan Hill — Sunday, January 28, 9am-12pm
Los Altos Hills—Saturday, March 10, 9am-12pm
Join us on a family friendly wildlife tracking demonstrations with wildlife
biologists from Pathways for Wildlife.

A Talk with Pathways for Wildlife:
How Wildlife move in the Silicon Valley
Palo Alto — Wednesday, February 28, 6:30pm-8:30pm
Join us as Pathways for Wildlife share their current research in the Santa
Cruz Mountains and Coyote Valley and address wildlife movement and
habitat permeability in our region.

SPRING

Coyote Ridge Wildflower Tour

Coyote Valley Bike Tour

San Jose — Sunday, March 31, 9am-1pm
Experience first-hand the spring wildflowers that thrive on the rare
serpentine soil habitat of Coyote Ridge. This moderately strenuous 5-mile
hike has a steady 2-mile climb and will gain 900 feet in elevation to the
ridge with amazing views of Coyote Valley.

Morgan Hill — Sunday, March 11 and Sunday, November 18, 9am-12:30pm
Explore the Coyote Valley region by bicycle on a flat 25-mile loop. Starting
at the Coyote Valley Open Space Preserve, we’ll ride across the valley
floor and learn about the history, wildlife, water, and agricultural story
of this invaluable area.

Annual Stegner Giving Circle
Appreciation Hike & Picnic

Earth Day Bird Walk

Woodside — April 15, 9am-2pm
To thank members of our Stegner Giving Circle, we invite you to join for
a special springtime experience for an easy, or moderately strenuous,
docent-led tour of the exclusive Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, a
Stanford University field station.

Palo Alto — Saturday April 14, 10am-1:30pm
To celebrate Earth Day, enjoy a family-friendly 3-mile guided bird walk
around the Palo Alto Baylands with Environmental Volunteers docents.
We hope to see a variety of birds in addition to great views of the Bay.
This is a family friendly event.

Mummy Mountain Kid Hike

Visit Butterfly Restoration Sites in Alum Rock Park

Gilroy — Sunday, May 6, 9am-1pm
Calling all parents and grandparents! Bring your children and grandchildren
on a day out in nature that is more than a hike; it’s an adventure. Join us
at the Coyote Lake/Harvey Bear Ranch County Park for a 4-mile walk
and fun mid-hike activity with our board president, Ron Erskine. This is
a beautiful 4-mile loop with a 500-foot elevation gain has terrific views
across Coyote Lake, the Santa Clara Valley, and beyond.

San Jose — Sunday, May 13, 9am-12pm
Join us at Alum Rock Park to visit checkerspot and monarch butterfly
restoration sites. Stephen Rosenthal, past California National Plant
Society Santa Clara Valley President, will lead us on a 3-mile hike to and
from the restoration sites. This is a family friendly event.

SUMMER

Paul Ledesma is our Santa Clara County Legislative
Advocate. He lives in Campbell with Pam, his wife of 23
years. Paul enjoys exploring the valley on bike and foot
and also enjoys cooking, photography, and playing guitar.

Google Ecology Walking Tour

Coyote Valley by Moonlight

Mountain View — Tuesday, July 10, 6-7:30pm
Explore the Google campus to learn about the major strides this company
is making on its campus. On this 1-mile, hour long walk, an Environmental
Design Strategist show the many habitat creation efforts by the Ecology
Team and San Francisco Estuary Institute and explain how this fits into
Google’s Native Habitat Design Guidelines.

Morgan Hill — Saturday, Aug 25, 7-10pm
Join us for an evening hike in Coyote Valley Open Space Preserve.
Nocturnal enthusiasts will get a kick out of this moderately strenuous
4-mile hike through the grasslands and forests. If we time it right, you’ll
catch the sun setting just as the moon is rising, a sight that will leave you
in awe.

San Mateo County Coastal Tour
San Mateo County- August Date and Time TBD
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Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program Taking Shape

I

BY LENNIE ROBERTS LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

t’s been over four years since Half Moon Bay embarked on an
ambitious effort to update its general plan and Local Coastal
Program (LCP), both of which are seriously out of date.
The city and its planning consultants initially pushed
for revising the general plan first. While this would normally be
a logical way to proceed, in coastal cities such as Half Moon Bay,
the LCP is a much more effective planning document due to
specific requirements for detailed, enforceable policies.
The California Coastal Act mandates that LCP’s specifically
determine the location, type, and intensity of all planned new
development within the city’s coastal zone (in the case of Half
Moon Bay, it’s the entire city). Roads, sewer, and water facilities
must also be designed, located, and built to ensure that their
capacity can accommodate buildout allowed by the LCP without
inducing growth beyond what is allowed by the LCP.
Coastal resources, including sensitive habitats, scenic open
space, agricultural lands, as well as hazardous areas, must be
protected from poorly located or unwise development.
If the city approved a general plan update without consideration
of the Coastal Act mandates, there was a large risk that a great
deal of planning time and effort would have been wasted, and
would need to be revisited when the city finally got around to
the LCP Update.
HALF MOON BAY DECIDES TO FOCUS ON LCP UPDATE FIRST

Due to our advocacy, with the support of many community
members, in early 2016 the Half Moon Bay City Council directed
staff to proceed with the LCP Update first. With a strong council
majority in favor of coastal protection, the LCP Update is now
being drafted under the guidance of new consultants whose
background and expertise will serve the city well in this more
focused effort. The city’s long public input process was facilitated
by its General Plan Advisory Committee (GPAC), has been shifted
to the Planning Commission, where key decisions are still being
worked out at the conceptual level. My new colleague (and the

We are advocating for protections against coastal issues like
coastal erosion.
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newest Committee for Green Foothills’ Legislative Advocate),
Helen Wolter, and I eagerly await the Draft LCP policies and are
optimistic that they will be much closer to Coastal Act
requirements than the First Public Review Draft Plan issued in
April 2016.
Helen and I will be closely monitoring the Draft LCP Update
as it makes its way through the Half Moon Bay Planning
Commission and City Council, before it is then reviewed and
modified by the Coastal Commission.
We continue to advocate particularly for strong policies
regarding protection of sensitive habitats, agricultural lands, and
scenic views, as well as avoiding hazards such as erosion,
sedimentation, flooding, sea level rise/bluff retreat and possible
salt water intrusion into underground aquifers. We also want to
ensure that new residential development does not overwhelm the
capacity of Highways 92 and 1 to accommodate visitors to the coast.

The Committee is Watching...
San Mateo County

EAST PALO ALTO — where the city is considering a new development

code to replace existing zoning regulations. Legislative Advocate
Helen Wolter is reviewing the proposed new ordinance and will
be making recommendations to strengthen the city’s protections
for urban trees and parkland.
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO — where the board of supervisors is
considering adoption of new subdivision regulations that will
require all new subdivisions to protect “non-development areas”
base including hazards such as steep/unstable slopes and
earthquake fault lines, and sensitive habitats, including streams,
wetlands, springs, and heritage and significant trees.

A GAME-CHANGER FOR HALF MOON BAY FARMLAND

In August 2017, Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST)
announced the acquisition of the 18-acre Andreotti Farm, located
on Kelly Avenue west of Highway One. The Andreotti family had
farmed this land for nearly a century. When Dino Andreotti’s
mother passed away four years ago, various family members
disagreed as to what to do with the land. The property was at
high risk of being sold for development. POST was able to step
in and purchase the land from the family trust, and will ultimately
sell it back to Dino and Terry with appropriate restrictions to ensure
it will remain as farmland. This strategic intervention by POST was
both timely and critical to ensuring that some of the best farmland
on the coast will be permanently preserved. BRAVO POST!
AN AGRICULTURAL FUTURE FOR HALF MOON BAY?

We are particularly interested in seeing LCP policies and
strategies that will help preserve the open farm fields north and
south of Pilarcitos Creek and west of Highway 1. These fields
consist of prime agricultural soils, have access to non-municipal
water, and are ideal for direct farm-to-customer marketing
opportunities. Continuation of agriculture here will enhance the
city’s long tradition as an agricultural center. Some of this land is
now being farmed, but pressure to develop is always lurking.
For nearly 40 years, Lennie Roberts has been
our voice in San Mateo County. One of the Bay
Area’s most respected environmental leaders,
Lennie has led countless critical open space
battles on the San Mateo county coast and along
Skyline Boulevard.

Santa Clara County

where the city is about to release the draft
Environmental Sustainability Plan. We applaud the city council’s
recent vote to expand the scope of the ESP to recognize the benefits
provided by open space and natural lands for fighting climate
change. We will be reviewing the draft plan when it is released
to ensure that the value of preserving open space is incorporated.
SAN JOSE — where a ballot measure for “Evergreen Senior Housing”
is proposed for the June 2018 election. This initiative would make
North Coyote Valley vulnerable to suburban sprawl development,
all under the guise of creating housing for seniors. We will be
opposing the initiative if it is placed on the ballot in June.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY — whose application for a General Use
Permit is being evaluated by Santa Clara County. We are advocating
that the existing Academic Growth Boundary (which keeps the
foothills west of Junipero Serra Boulevard free from development)
be extended until 2050.
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA — which is expected to release a draft
Environmental Impact Report for a sand and gravel quarry on
the Sargent Ranch property soon. Sargent Ranch contains a variety
of sensitive habitats, including serpentine grasslands, wetlands,
and riparian habitat. We will be commenting on the EIR once it
is released.
SAN JOSE —

The Committee Applauds...
San Mateo County
MENLO PARK CITY COUNCIL — for voting to keep Bedwell Bayfront

Park as a natural park, without activities that could be harmful
to wildlife. Legislative Advocate Helen Wolter met with local
activists and spoke at the city council meeting to advocate for the
vision of Bedwell as a place for quiet enjoyment of the outdoors.
PENINSULA OPEN SPACE TRUST — for acquiring 58 acres of
magnificent bluffs overlooking Tunitas Creek Beach, which will
be eventually transferred to San Mateo County Parks and
developed with trails, parking, restrooms, and a ranger station
so future generations can enjoy this spectacular mile long beach.
MIDPENINSULA REGIONAL OPEN SPACE DISTRICT— which recently
opened six miles of trails for hiking and horseback riding at La
Honda Creek Open Space Preserve, a stunningly beautiful former
ranch that stretches from Skyline Boulevard to La Honda.
Right: Tunitas Creek Beach, Peninsula Open Space Trust’s
new acquisition.
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Join us in Fighting for
Nature Close to Home
Make a year-end gift* to Committee
for Green Foothills today.
Your gift could be
doubled! Don’t forget
to ask your employer
about their matching
gift program.

www.greenfoothills.org
*Those who give $500 or more annual are members of our
Stegner Giving Circle. Read below for more information

Those who give $500 or more annually are welcomed
into our Stegner Giving Circle. While all of our members
play an important role in protecting local open space, the
Stegner Giving Circle is our way of recognizing those who
make extraordinary contributions to our work.
Wallace Stegner, Committee for Green Foothills’ founder
and first board president, was a staunch advocate for
protecting our wild lands. As an acclaimed author, professor,
environmentalist, and our President, Stegner spent his life
speaking up for the protection of open space both near and far.

COMMITTEE FOR

3921 East Bayshore Road

GREEN FOOTHILLS

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Stegner Giving Circle members enjoying a
wildflower hike on Coyote Ridge this past spring.

Join Us Online!
Sign-up for our action alerts today at:
www.greenfoothills.org/action-alert-sign-up
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